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Our catalogue of Cyber Awareness & Resilience 
learning is designed to meet the needs and  
expectations of modern learners through short, 
meaningful interactions.

All activities adapt seamlessly between mobile and desktop, and can be completed on almost 
any device, giving the learner access to content whenever and wherever they need it. Each 
activity includes video learning with cyber industry experts. We use video to get the message to 
the learner in a quicker and more concise way. Video delivers the message 60,000 times faster 
than text.

Our catalogue is fully accessible, adhering to as many WCAG standards as possible.  Learners 
can choose from over 100 languages using the inbuilt translation tool powered by Google 
Translate.

Video delivers the message
60,000 times faster than text.

Certified training in association with the National Cyber Security Centre



Phishing
Learn how 

cybercriminals use social 
engineering  to get hold 
of personal information 
and how  you can spot, 
report  and prevent it.

Passwords & 
authentication 
Learn about the  
techniques and  

technology that can 
help keep your  

data safe.

Handling data
Learn about how the  

Data Protection Act and 
GDPR aim to keep  

information safe and  
influence how you  

handle data.

Staying safe online 
See how cybercriminals  
can exploit social media  
to get hold of personal 

information and steps you 
can take to stay safe 

online.

Reporting cybercrime 
Learn about the 
importance  of 

reporting cybercrime  
within your organisation  
and beyond, as well as 

when and who to report 
it to.

Protect your business 
from cyber attacks 
Explore specific cyber  

risks and learn about the 
processes and controls  

to enhance  
cyber resilience.

Responding to a 
cyber incident 

Learn the best ways to  
reduce the impact of a 
successful cyber attack 

on you and your 
business,  recover 

quickly and learn  from 
experience.

Whaling 
Learn how 

cybercriminals target 
senior leaders to  get 

hold of personal 
information and how 
you  can spot, report  

and prevent it.

Malware 
Explore the different  

methods cybercriminals  
use to disrupt computer 

networks and gain 
unauthorised access to  
systems and learn how 

you can spot, report and  
prevent it.

Safe device use 
Learn about the possible 
risks when using devices  
and removable media,  

and what measures you  
can take to protect  

sensitive information.
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